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a b s t r a c t
In this paper we study the protein structure comparison problem where each protein is
modeled as a sequence of 3D points, and a contact edge is placed between every two
of these points that are sufficiently close. Given two proteins represented this way, our
problem is to find a subset of points from each protein, and a bijective matching of
points between these two subsets, with the objective of maximizing either (A) the size
of the subsets (the LCP problem), or (B) the number of edges that exist simultaneously
in both subsets (the CMO problem), under the requirement that only points within a
specified proximity can bematched. It is known that the general CMOproblem (without the
proximity requirement) is hard to approximate. However, with the proximity requirement,
it is known that if a minimum inter-residue distance is imposed on the input, approximate
solutions can be efficiently obtained. In this paper we mainly show that the CMO problem
under these conditions: (1) is NP-hard, but (2) allows a PTAS. The rest of this paper shows
algorithms for the LCP problem which improve on known results.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The molecular shape of a protein typically determines the protein’s biological mechanism. Hence, proteins with similar
3D structures can be expected to have similar functions. This allows one to predict the functions of a protein based on
its structural resemblance to proteins of known functions. The incentive of making such predictions has resulted in very
substantial development of approaches, algorithms, and software tools for evaluating the similarity between 3D protein
structures, under the name of Protein Structure Alignment [19,18]. As a fundamental problem in bioinformatics, many
heuristic algorithms have been proposed for this problem [2,3,7,9,11,12,14,17,21]. These systems generate good alignments
in practice. However, relatively few theoretical studies specific to the problem have been made [1,8,13,16,22].
Due to differences in approaches to the problem, proteins have been modeled in many different ways. In this paper
we consider both the cases of treating proteins as sequences of 3D points and as contact maps. In modeling a protein as
a sequence of 3D points, each point represents the (relative) coordinate of a residue in the protein. In this case one is to
find a rigid transformation to superimpose two proteins such that there is a good positional correspondence between the
proteins’ residues. We consider the case where the quality of the correspondence is evaluated by the number of (disjoint)
pairs of points, each from one of the two proteins, that are within a given proximity d of each other. We call the problem
of maximizing this number of pairs of points the largest common point set (LCP) problem under bottleneck distance. This
problem is known to be exactly solvable inO(n32.5) time [4],where n is the length of the protein sequence. Akutsu [1] showed
that there is an approximation algorithm of O(n8.5) runtime which returns a solution that optimizes the target parameter
but does not fulfill the proximity requirement d strictly. More precisely, a pair of points in that solution may be up to 8d
apart. Chakraborty and Biswas [8] showed an improved algorithmwith each pair of points atmost 2d apart, at the same time
complexity. The presentwork improves this runtime toO(n8). When two properties of protein structures (namelyminimum
inter-residue distance and globular shape) are taken into account, this runtime can be shown to be O(n6.5).
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Themain contribution of this paper is in the variant of the problemwhichmodels proteins as contactmaps. Inmodeling a
protein as a contact map, each residue is taken to be a vertex in a graph, where an edge (called a contact edge) exists between
two vertices if and only if the vertices are no further than an allowed distance (e.g. 5 Å) apart. If two proteins are similar,
their contact maps tend to be similar. Hence to compare two proteins under such a model one typically looks for large
common subgraphs of the contact maps of the two proteins. The residue positions are typically not considered under such
a model except for the purpose of creating edges. Nevertheless, a more realistic model where matched vertices have to be
no further than a threshold distance apart in the protein molecules has been suggested [22]. We call the resultant problem
the contact map overlap (CMO) problem with distance constraint . This threshold distance makes a difference when there
is a requirement for any two residues in a protein to be at least some fixed distance apart. Under normal conditions, this
restricts every residue to be matchable to only constantly many residues in a relatively small bounded space. An interesting
consequence of this is that, while the CMO problem is NP-hard and hard to approximate in the general case [13,22], under
the conditions, approximation solutions of a score of at least a 1− (c1ε+ c2) factor of the optimal (for some constants c1, c2
and a runtime dependent factor ε) can be obtained in polynomial time ([22], Theorem 4.1). In this paper we show that even
under a distance constraint, the CMO problem with distance constraint (1) is NP-hard, but (2) allows a PTAS (that is, the
optimal score can be approximated to within any factor, which is not possible with the knownmethod due to the factor c2).
2. Preliminaries
We first provide some background on protein structures. A protein structure can bemodeled as a finite, ordered sequence
of 3Dpoints. That is, each residue (Cα atom) in theprotein is representedby a coordinatewhich encodes the residue’s relative
positionwith respect to other residues in the protein. Hence a protein structure P of n 3Dpoints iswritten as (p1, p2, . . . , pn),
where each pi ∈ R3. We will consider two characteristics of protein structures in this paper:
Fact 1. The distance between any two residues in a protein structure cannot be too small due to steric clashes. (In fact,
the distance between any two non-consecutive points is no less than 4 Å, and the distance between any two consecutive
points is about 3.8 Å.) Throughout this paper we let Dl denote the minimum inter-residue distance in any given protein. A
consequence of this is that, if two residues pi, pj are considered matchable only if ‖pi − pj‖ ≤ d for some fixed d ∈ R, then
every residue is matchable with at most O((1+ 2dDl )3) residues [22].
Fact 2. The points in any protein structure P are known to be bounded within a sphere of radius RP , where RP = O(n)
for general proteins, and RP = cn1/3 for some constant c for globular proteins [16]. Furthermore, it can be assumed that the
points are uniformly distributed in space. We will use Fact 2 only for globular proteins.
We now state our problems.
LCP problem under bottleneck distance
Input: sequences P = (p1, . . . , pn), Q = (q1, . . . , qm) and distance threshold
Dc ∈ R. Without loss of generality assumem ≥ n.
Output: (i) subsets P ′ ⊆ P , Q ′ ⊆ Q , |P ′| = |Q ′|,
(ii) bijection f : P ′ → Q ′, and
(iii) rigid transformation (rotation and translation) t ,
fulfilling the following conditions:
(A) maxp∈P ′ ‖t(p)− f (p)‖ ≤ Dc ,
(B) the score S = |P ′| is maximized.
We refer to f as an alignment. An alignment can be sequential or non-sequential: an alignment is sequential iff for any
two points pi1 , pi2 ∈ P ′, where the corresponding f (pi1) = qj1 and f (pi2) = qj2 , we have i1 < i2 iff j1 < j2. Otherwise the
alignment is non-sequential. The LCP problem which requires alignments to be sequential is said to be sequential, otherwise
it is non-sequential. We let P , Q , f , T , S denote an optimal P ′, Q ′, f , t , S, respectively.
A protein can also be modeled as a contact map graph. A contact is a pair of points in a protein that are no more than a
given distance apart. Throughout this paper we letDu denote this distance. In order to form contact edges,Du ≥ Dl. A contact
map graph of a protein consists of the residues (i.e., vertices) and their contacts (i.e., edges). Each vertex v is also associated
with a 3D point pos(v) indicating the residue’s relative position from other points in the protein. In this paper we consider
the following problem using contact maps.
CMO problem with distance constraint
Input: contact maps G1 = (V1, E1), G2 = (V2, E2) and distance threshold
Dc ∈ R. Without loss of generality assume |V2| ≥ |V1|.
Output: (i) subsets V ′1 ⊆ V1, V ′2 ⊆ V2, |V ′1| = |V ′2|,
(ii) bijectionM : V ′1 → V ′2, and
(iii) rigid transformation (rotation and translation) t ,
fulfilling the following conditions:
(A) maxv∈V ′1 ‖t(pos(v))− pos(M(v))‖ ≤ Dc ,
(B) S = |{(v, u) ∈ E1 | u, v ∈ V ′1 ∧ (M(v),M(u)) ∈ E2}| is maximized.
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Fig. 1. Graph for (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x4) ∧ (x2 ∨ x3 ∨ x4) ∧ (x2 ∨ x4 ∨ x5).
We refer to M as an alignment. We consider vertices in V1, V2 to be ordered. An alignment M can be defined using
the ordering as either sequential or non-sequential, similar to how it is defined for the LCP problem. (In some literature,
a sequential alignment is referred to as non-crossing, and a non-sequentialM is crossing.) Throughout this paper we let V 1,
V 2,M , T , S denote an optimal V1, V2,M , t , S, respectively.
2.1. Approximate solutions
We show algorithms that output approximations to solutions for the problems above. The approximate solutions would:
(1) fulfill Condition (A) for a slightly larger distance threshold, i.e. (1+ ϵ)Dc for some ϵ ∈ R; (2) have a score at or above rS
for some r ∈ R, r ≤ 1. We call such a solution an (ϵ, r)-approximation. The algorithms we show have runtime complexities
that depend on 1/ϵ and r , i.e. discrepancies from the optimal due to both (1) and (2) can be made arbitrarily small at the
expense of higher run-times.
2.2. Other notations
We let∆ϵ = (1+ 2(1+ϵ)DcDl )3. That is, by Fact 1 every residue in P can be matched to at most O(∆ϵ) residues in Q . For any
point p and transformation t , t(p) denotes the point obtained by transforming p with t . For a set of points P , t(P) denotes
the set {t(p) | p ∈ P}. For r ∈ R, the r-sphere of a point p is the sphere of radius r centered at p.
3. Hardness of the CMO problem with distance constraint
When a distance constraint Dc is placed upon the matchable points, it is known that approximate solutions for the non-




In fact, a PTAS exists under such a distance constraint (see Theorem 12). We show here that if Dc > Du, the problem is
NP-hard.
Theorem 1. The non-sequential CMO problem with distance constraint is NP-hard, if Dc > Du.
Proof. We use a reduction from the planar 1-in-3-SAT problem, a variant of the 3-satisfiability problem. The input is a
collection of clauses, each consisting of exactly three literals, and each literal is either a variable or its negation. The 1-in-3-
SAT problem is to determinewhether there exists a truth assignment to the variables so that each clause has exactly one true
literal. An instance of 1-in-3-SAT can be constructed as a graph, with a vertex for each variable and each clause, and an edge
connecting a variable to a clause if it occurs (positively or negatively) in that clause. In planar 1-in-3-SAT, this graph is planar.
Planar 1-in-3-SAT is known to be NP hard [10]. The planar graph for an instance of planar 1-in-3-SAT is shown in Fig. 1.
Planarity of the problem allows us to construct a geometrical representation of the 1-in-3-SAT problem to be used as
input to the CMO problem. We assume that Dc > Du. As stated earlier, Du ≥ Dl to allow contact edges to form. We make no
other assumption regarding Dc , Du, and Dl.
Given an input formula we will construct two sequences of 3D points P and Q as input to the CMO problem. We assume
that the optimal solution will have P and Q superimposed in exactly the way we place them relatively in our construction.
For each clause we construct some points for both P and Q , where the contact edges form chain-like structures which
we call chains. For each clause C with the literals l1, l2 and l3, we construct
– Three chains P iC (1 ≤ i ≤ 3) for P , each which corresponds to li, and six chains Q i,jC (1 ≤ i ≤ 3, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2) for Q , where
the two chains Q i,jC (1 ≤ j ≤ 2) correspond to li (see Fig. 3). For each i, the chains P iC and Q i,jC (1 ≤ j ≤ 2) has the same
number of points, ηiC .
– A point pC for P and three points qiC (1 ≤ i ≤ 3) for Q (see Fig. 2A). These points are called pivots. The distance from pC
to each qiC is within Dc . We want pC to be matched to one of the q
i
C in an optimal mapping. For each i, j, i ≠ j, the distance
between qiC and q
j
C is larger than Du, so that no contact edge is formed between them.
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Fig. 2. Details of the chains at the pivots.
Fig. 3. Overall view of a construction for the clause (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3).
– Denote the e-th point in a chain X by X[e]. For each i, P iC [1] forms a contact edge with pC , while Q i,1C [1] forms a contact
edge with qiC (see Fig. 2A). Q
1,2
C [1] is placed at the same position as P2C [1], Q 2,2C [1] the same position as P3C [1], and Q 3,2C [1] the
same position as P1C [1]. For each i, Q i,2C [1] forms a contact edge with qjC , 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, j ≠ i. No other contact edges are formed
between a chain and a pivot. For each i, the distance between P iC [1] and Q i,jC [1] (1 ≤ j ≤ 2) is more than Du but at most Dc .
We want each P iC [1] to be matched to either Q i,1C [1] or Q i,2C [1], in an optimal mapping. (In fact, the entire chain P iC is to be
matched to either Q i,1C or Q
i,2
C .)
– In an optimal mapping, all the contact edges between pC and P iC [1] (1 ≤ i ≤ 3) will be matched, and will require (1) pC
to be matched to one of qiC (1 ≤ i ≤ 3), and (2) that exactly one of Q i,1C [1] (1 ≤ i ≤ 3) is matched. Fig. 2B shows an optimal
mapping where P1C [1] is matched to Q 1,1C [1], P2C [1] to Q 2,2C [1], and P3C [1] to Q 3,2C [1].
– The length of a chain of η points is restricted by the chain length condition, as follows. Denote the distance between the
j-th point and k-th point in a chain by dj,k. We require (1) dj,j+1 ≤ Du, and (2) dj,k ≥ Du if |k − j| ≥ 2. Hence, each point in
a chain form contact edges only with its two (or one in the case of the ends of the chain) immediate neighbors. (The length
of the chain remains fairly flexible under this restriction. To see this consider how a chain may be arranged to fulfill this
condition when arranged in a straight line. There are arrangements of lengths between ⌈ η2 ⌉Du and (η − 1)Du which fulfill
the condition.)
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Fig. 4. Chains connected by pivot points (overlapping points are drawn as separated).
Fig. 5. An optimal mapping.
Fig. 6.A construction of the pivots to avoid contact edges between chains. The distance between the twoQ chains for the 2nd literal are gradually increased,
from their distance at the pivots, until it reaches 2Dc . Their corresponding points in P are constructed to be Dc away.
– For each i, j (1 ≤ i ≤ 3, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2), we require the distance between P iC [k] and Q i,jC [k] (1 ≤ k ≤ ηiC ) to be within Dc .
This allows these points to be matched. We say that a chain X is matched to a chain Y iff X is of the same length η as Y and
for all k (1 ≤ k ≤ η), X[k] is matched to Y [k].
– For both P and Q , no other contact edges are formed between the constructed points within each clause other than
those described.
– We require a clause separation condition: points constructed for P are to be more than Dc apart from points for Q from
different clauses, while points constructed for Q (resp. P) for different clauses are to be more than Du apart (except for the
end-points which will be explained in Fig. 7). This is so that points from different clauses can neither be matched nor form
contact edges. This condition places further restrictions on the chain lengths.
Fig. 3 shows how a structure for the clause C = (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3) is constructed. More details around the pivots are shown
in Figs. 4 and 6. Each literal li (1 ≤ i ≤ 3) is represented using the chains P iC , Q i,1C and Q i,2C . In an optimal mapping, every
contact edge in P is matched to some contact edge in Q . Note that,




C , to maximize the number of contact edge matches, η
i
C −1.
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Fig. 7. A variable shared by four clauses.
Fig. 8. View from the top of Fig. 7.
2. Only one of P iC is matched to Q
i,1
C , that is, with the remaining P
j
C (1 ≤ j ≤ 3, j ≠ i) matched to Q j,2C (see Fig. 5). This
allows all the contact edges between pC and P iC (1 ≤ i ≤ 3) to be matched.
An optimal mapping for the clause C is achieved only when the above conditions are met. We consider an optimal map-
ping as an assignment of true–false values to each li. That is, li is assigned true iff P iC is matched to Q
i,1
C .
Some care has to be taken to ensure that contact edges are not formed between chains around the pivots. A possible
construction is shown in Fig. 6.
For each clause C , we want the smallest ηiC (1 ≤ i ≤ 3) possible for the construction that observes the chain length con-
dition and clause separation condition. First, a planar graph representation G of the 1-in-3-SAT formula is constructed. Such
a representation can be obtained efficiently through planar embedding [6]. Without loss of generality assume that the vari-
ables in G are aligned on a line L (e.g. dotted line in Fig. 1). Let the level of a clause C in G be the number of clauses between C
and L inG. The level of a clause dictates aminimumdistance that the clause needs to be from L in order to fulfill the clause sep-
aration condition. From this distance, the number of pointsηiC for the chains of each clause C as they are required by the chain
length condition, can be determined. Since for each clause, these can be fulfilled using only a number of points polynomial
in the level of the clause, the largest ηiC is polynomial in the number of clauses in the 1-in-3-SAT formula. The construction
of chains and pivots for all the clauses hence requires points that are only polynomially many in the number of clauses.
We next discuss how to maintain consistency in the assignment of true–false values of variables across all clauses. Let x
be a variable which appears in s clauses. We first collect the clauses containing x which appear above the line L, and order
them C ′1, C
′
2, . . ., by the order they appear from left to right in G. This is then continued with the clauses which appear below
L, to give a list of the s clauses, C ′1, C
′
2, . . ., C
′
s . For example, this would result in the list C2, C1, C3 for the variable x4 in Fig. 1.
Let η1, η2, . . ., ηs be the number of points in these chains respectively. For each i (1 ≤ i ≤ s) let
– Pi denote the chain constructed in P for C ′i which corresponds to x,
– Qi denote the chain constructed in Q for C ′i which corresponds to x = true, and Q i the chain for C ′i which corresponds
to x = false. Note that a literal l being assigned true does not imply a true assignment to a variable, due to negation. That is,
if l is a negated variable, then a chain for l = true corresponds to x = false, and vice versa.
We arrange the points Q1[η1], Q2[η2], . . ., Qs[ηs], to form a line, L1. Similarly the points Q i[ηi] are arranged into another,
parallel line, L2. The points Pi[ηi] are aligned to form a line right between L1 and L2. Fig. 7 shows the construction for a variable
which appears in four clauses. For each i (1 ≤ i < s), Qi[ηi] and Qi+1[ηi+1] are placed Du apart, hence forming contact edges.
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Fig. 9. Swapping the position of two chains.
Fig. 10. Structure to fix the superposition of P and Q .
The same is done for Pi[ηi] and Pi+1[ηi+1], as well as Q i[ηi] and Q i+1[ηi+1]. No other contact edges are formed between the
points from different chains. Fig. 8 shows how this can be arranged. The purpose of the construct is as follows: When each
Pi (1 ≤ i ≤ s) is matched to Qi instead of Q i, there will be an additional s− 1 contact edge matches. The same is true when
each Pi is matched to Q i. The number of additional contact edge matches are strictly less when neither of these two cases
are true. Hence, in an optimal mapping, every chain corresponding to xmust be assigned true, or assigned false.
Due to how we constructed the pivots, it may be necessary for points in Qi and Q i to be arranged so that Qi[ηi] and
Q i[ηi]may be placed on L1 and L2 correctly. This re-positioning can be achieved with a constant number of points. The con-
struction only has to ensure that Qi and Q i remain matchable to Pi, and no contact edges are formed except between the
adjacent points of each chain. Fig. 9 shows a possible arrangement, using two lengths D1 and D2 which fulfill the conditions
(1) D1 + D2 > Du, (2) D21 + D22 = D2u, and (3) 2D21 = D2c .
Hence, an optimalmatch in the structure constructed so far will result in S ′ = 3κ+∑C∑1≤i≤3(ηiC−1)+∑x(occ(x)−1)
contact edge matches, where κ is the number of clauses, and occ(x) is the number of clauses that contain the variable x.
Finally, in order to ensure that P and Q are superimposed as we described in an optimal solution in the CMO problem,
additional points are constructed for P and Q . The idea is that there is only one optimal way to superimpose these addi-
tional points, and they allow amapping which results in strictly more contact edge matches than S ′, hence dominating how
P and Q are to be superimposed. These points are placed sufficiently far away from the points in the earlier construction to
avoid forming contact edges with the construction. The superposition of these points is as follows in an optimal alignment.
To state the positions of the points we give their relative coordinates in a rectangle with corners at (0, 0), (0, 9Dc), (aDu, 0),
(aDu, 9Dc), where a = ⌈S ′/3⌉ + 1 (see Fig. 10). The points for Q are at
– (0, 0), (Du, 0), . . ., (aDu, 0),
– (0, 5Dc), (Du, 5Dc), . . ., (aDu, 5Dc),
– (0, 9Dc), (Du, 9Dc), . . ., (aDu, 9Dc),
while the points for P are at
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– (0,Dc), (Du,Dc), . . ., (aDu,Dc),
– (0, 6Dc), (Du, 6Dc), . . ., (aDu, 6Dc),
– (0, 8Dc), (Du, 8Dc), . . ., (aDu, 8Dc),
It is easy to see that the maximum number of contact edge matches possible, 3a = 3(⌈S ′/3⌉ + 1) > S ′, is achieved only
when these points are placed in exactly this superposition.
Finally, we use P and Q to construct the contact maps G1 and G2 for the CMO problemwith the distance constraint of Dc ,
Du and Dl. As described, an optimal solution for the instance will result in a specific number of corresponding contact edges,
which is computable from the number of clauses and variable occurrences in the 1-in-3-SAT formula. A solution with this
optimal score for the CMO problem corresponds to the existence of a set of variable assignments that fulfills the 1-in-3-SAT
formula.
The polynomial reduction witnesses the hardness of the problem. 
The same construction observes the sequential variant of the problem to be NP-hard as well.
Theorem 2. The sequential CMO problem with distance constraint is NP-hard, if Dc > Du.
Proof. We use the same construction in the proof of Theorem 1. It suffices that we show an ordering of the points such that
in the optimal mappings, the ordering of the points are not violated.
First, we ensure that the optimal mappings do not result in non-sequential matches between points from different
clauses. Let C1, C2, . . ., Ct be the clauses to be constructed and η1, η2, . . ., ηt be the number of points constructed respectively
for these clauses. The points for the clause Ci are then given the indices that range from (1+∑1≤j<i ηj) to∑1≤j≤i ηj, to fulfill
this purpose.
To ensure that points within a clause C are not matched out of sequence, we index the points as follows. Let pC , qiC , P
i
C ,
Q i,jC , η
i
C (1 ≤ i ≤ 3, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2) be as defined in the earlier proof. For the points constructed for P , we order the points as
follows: pC , P1C [1], P1C [2], . . ., P1C [η1C ], P2C [1], P2C [2], . . ., P1C [η2C ], P3C [1], P3C [2], . . ., P3C [η3C ]. For the points constructed for Q , we






C [1], . . .,Q 1,1C [η1C ],Q 1,2C [1], . . .,Q 1,2C [η1C ],Q 2,1C [1], . . .,Q 2,1C [η2C ],Q 2,2C [1], . . .,Q 2,2C [η2C ],
Q 3,1C [1], . . ., Q 3,1C [η3C ], Q 3,2C [1], . . ., Q 3,2C [η3C ]. It is easy to verify that each of the three optimal mappings for C are sequential.
Since the sequential order of the mappings are not violated, the hypothesis holds. 
4. Approximation algorithms
4.1. Finding the rigid transformation
Weuse the strategy in [20] to find a suitable rigid transformation to superimpose the two protein structures. Themethod
exhaustively looks for an optimal solution in a discretized space, which results in approximation in the solution.
Assume that a pair of points p1, p2 ∈ P is known for the case of LCP under bottleneck distance (similarly, v1, v2 ∈ V 1 for
CMO under distance constraint). The strategy considers T as consisting of two parts:
1. An initial transformation T that transforms p1, p2 into their positions under T , i.e. T (p1) = T (p1) and T (p2) = T (p2);
2. A rotationR about the axis through the points T (p1) and T (p2), such that ∀p ∈ P ,R(T (p)) = T (p).
That is, T defines an axis upon which a rotation would complete the transformation T . To find T , we exhaustively
examine possible coordinates for p1 and p2 in a discretized space. However, due to the discretization, instead of T , only
an approximation of it, T say, is found. One immediate concern is that the approximationmight result in a deviation so large
that there exists no rotation that can bring every point T (p) (p ∈ P) to within distance Dc of its corresponding point in Q .
However, if p1 and p2 fulfill a certain property and the approximation T is sufficiently accurate, then it can be guaranteed
that there exists a rotation R where for all p ∈ P , the difference ‖R(T (p))− T (p)‖ is within a bound which depends on the
accuracy of T . This property required of p1 and p2 is as follows.
Definition 3. Given a finite set of points P and two points p, p′ ∈ P , wewrite ⟨[p]p′⟩P iff p′ is the furthest point from p among
all the points in P . We say that p and p′ is a radial pair just in case either ⟨[p]p′⟩P or ⟨[p′]p⟩P . (Note that ⟨[p]p′⟩P does not
imply that ⟨[p′]p⟩P .)
If p1, p2 ∈ P (respectively v1, v2 ∈ V 1) is a radial pair, then errors of at most δ introduced by T to T (p1) and T (p2) will
still allow a rotation resulting in errors no larger than 3δ from T (p) for other p ∈ P .
Lemma 4 ([20]). Given a set of points P, rigid transformations T, T , and radial pair p1, p2 ∈ P, if ‖T(p1) − T (p1)‖ ≤ δ and
‖T(p2) − T (p2)‖ ≤ δ, then there exists a rotation R about the axis through the points T (p1) and T (p2), such that ∀p ∈ P,
‖R(T (p))− T(p)‖ ≤ 3δ.
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that ⟨[p1]p2⟩P . Let a1, a2 be two arbitrary points where ‖a1 − T (p1)‖ ≤ δ,
‖a2 − T (p2)‖ ≤ δ and ‖a1 − a2‖ = ‖p1 − p2‖. To prove the hypothesis it suffices that we show that there exists a
transformation T ′ where T ′(T (p1)) = a1, T ′(T (p2)) = a2, and ∀p ∈ P , ‖T ′(T (p)) − T (p)‖ ≤ 3δ. (That is, to show the
hypothesis with T and R as stated, one only needs to further note that any transformation T ′T can be decomposed into RT .)
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We consider T ′ as the composition of two transformations, t and r , as follows:
– t is a translation where t(T (p1)) = a1.
– r is a rotation about the axis through a1, orthogonal to the plane defined by a1, t(T (p2)) and a2, with rotation angle
α = ̸ (t(T (p2)) a1 a2).
Clearly r(t(T (p1))) = a1 and r(t(T (p2))) = a2.
Now ∀p ∈ P , ‖T (p) − t(T (p))‖ = ‖t‖ = ‖T (p1) − a1‖ ≤ δ. Since ‖T (p2) − a2‖ ≤ δ, we have ‖t(T (p2)) − a2‖ ≤ 2δ.
Since ⟨[p1]p2⟩P , ∀p ∈ P ,
(1) ‖p1 − p‖ ≤ ‖p1 − p2‖,
(2) ̸ (t(T (p)) a1 r(t(T (p))))≤ α.
By (1) and (2), we have ‖t(T (p)) − r(t(T (p)))‖ ≤ ‖t(T (p2)) − a2‖ ≤ 2δ. Then, since ‖t(T (p)) − T (p)‖ ≤ δ, by the
triangle inequality we have ‖r(t(T (p)))− T (p)‖ ≤ 3δ. Let T ′ = rt and we are done. 
Hence if the error δ = ϵDc/3, ‖R(T (p))− T (p)‖ ≤ ϵDc . By the triangular inequality, this allows us to fulfill the required
distance of (1+ ϵ)Dc between R(T (p)) and its corresponding point in Q , as required by our approximation algorithm.
We now discuss how to find T , the approximation to T . Assume that a radial pair pi, pj of P match respectively to qk, ql
of Q . Since ‖pi − qk‖ ≤ Dc and ‖pj − ql‖ ≤ Dc , we only examine coordinates of pi and pj which fulfill these conditions. This
is done by exhaustively examining possible coordinates of pi and pj in a discretized space. By Lemma 4, the discretization
should have a resolution of at least ϵDc/3. We first discretize the ((1+ ϵ)Dc)-sphere of qk using cubes of side length ϵDc/3.
Each cube corresponds to a grid point in the discretized space. This gives us a total of O( ((1+ϵ)Dc )
3
(ϵDc/3)3
) = O(1/ϵ3) grid points to
examine for pi. Once pi is fixed at a grid point, all the possible positions for pj must be on a sphere cap centered at pi with
radius ‖pi− pj‖, and are to be contained in the ((1+ ϵ)Dc)-sphere of ql. This results in an area of O(D2c ), which we discretize
with grids of resolution ϵDc/3, hence giving us O(1/ϵ2) grid points to evaluate for pj.
Lemma 5 ([20]). If it is known that pi, pj ∈ P is a radial pair, and that f(pi) = qk and f(pj) = ql for qk, ql ∈ Q, then one only
needs to search among O(1/ϵ5) transformations to find a transformation T which will result in at most ϵDc difference to each
p ∈ P transformed by T, by way of Lemma 4.
For the R part of Lemma 4, we want to find an angle θ ∈ [0, 2π) about the axis through pi and pj such that the score S is
maximized. It suffices that we consider a limited set of rotation angles, as follows.
Given p ∈ P , q ∈ Q and an axis to rotate P , we consider the rotation angle that moves p into, as well as out of the
((1+ ϵ)Dc)-sphere of q. We use a unit circle [0, 2π) to represent the path of p under the rotation, and use a sphere of radius
((1+ ϵ)Dc) to represent the ((1+ ϵ)Dc)-sphere of q. The two angles can then be computed in O(1), by solving the problem
of finding the intersection between the unit circle and the sphere geometrically.
The n residuals in P and m residues in Q result in O(mn) angles, which can be found in O(mn) time. These angles divide
[0, 2π) into O(mn) intervals. Each of these rotation intervals consists of a set of equivalent rotation angles among which no
two points between P and Q come into contact or become out of contact. We make use of this property to construct our
approximation algorithms.
The number of rotation intervals are even less for globular proteins. It can be shown, using Fact 2, that each point p ∈ P
rotated through [0, 2π) can come into the ((1+ϵ)Dc)-sphere of at most O(m1/3) points in Q , resulting in a total of O(nm1/3)
instead of O(mn) rotation intervals.
Lemma 6. Given that T , p1, p2 in Lemma 4 is known (that is, a rotation axis is specified), there are at most O(mn) rotations to
evaluate to find R of Lemma 4 for general point sets, and at most O(nm1/3) rotations to evaluate in the case of globular proteins.
These rotations can be discovered in O(mn) time.
4.2. Non-sequential LCP problem under bottleneck distance
We now discuss how to evaluate the number of residue matches in Lemma 6 in the case of the LCP problem under
bottleneck distance, given a fixed rotation.
Given that the points are fixed in position, this evaluation can be done by constructing a bipartite graph G(P ∪ Q , E)
where (u, v) ∈ E iff u ∈ P , v ∈ Q and ‖u− v‖ ≤ (1+ ϵ)Dc , and finding the maximum bipartite matching of G. Constructing
G for general point sets takes O(nm) time, but for a general protein this construction can be done in O(n∆ϵ) time, since by
arranging points in Q into cells of size Dc × Dc × Dc all the points in Q within distance (1 + ϵ)Dc of any point in P can be
found in O(∆ϵ) time (by Fact 1).
It is clear that the same bipartite graph is constructed for every rotation within the same rotation interval. Furthermore,
the bipartite graph for one rotation interval can be constructed in O(1) time from that of an earlier rotation interval, since
they differ by only a single edge. In order to know which edge is added or removed in a subsequently rotation interval, we
sort the O(mn) (resp. O(mn1/3)) angles which define the rotation intervals.
The maximum bipartite matching differs by at most an edge for any two consecutive intervals. This allows us to use an
algorithm for bipartite matching which reuse results obtained for an interval in the matching of the next interval.
Lemma 7 ([5]). The bipartite matching problem can be solved with time complexity O((|M|− |M0|)|E|), where M is a maximum
matching, and M0 is some initial matching.
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By the algorithm a maximummatchingM can be computed in O(|E|) time from a matchingM0 from the earlier rotation
interval, that is, O(nm) for general point sets and O(n∆ϵ) for general proteins (by Fact 1). Hence in total,
1. Finding the angles which define the rotation intervals takes O(nm) time. Sorting the angles takes O(nm log nm) time,
or O(nm1/3 log nm1/3) for globular proteins.
2. Construction of the bipartite graph for the first rotation interval takes O(nm) time, or O(n∆ϵ) time for general proteins.
3. An initial match for the first rotation interval requires O(m2.5) time [15]. This term dominates over the earlier terms
for general point sets, since
√
x ≥ log x for reasonably large x.
4. The remaining O(nm) rotation intervals each take O(1) time for input modification, and O(|E|) = O(nm) time to find
a new matching. For general proteins (resp. globular proteins), O(nm) (resp. O(nm1/3)) rotation intervals of O(1) time for
each input modification and O(n∆ϵ) time for each new matching. In total,
Lemma 8. If a rotation axis is specified, the non-sequential LCP problemunder bottleneck distance can be solved inO(m2.5+n2m2)
time for general point sets, O(m2.5 + n2m∆ϵ) for general proteins, and O(m2.5 + n2m1/3∆ϵ) time for globular proteins.
We do not know which pair is a radial pair of P , nor do we know their matching points in Q . For this reason we
exhaustively search all the possiblem2n2 combinations of pairs of points in P and Q . By Lemma 5, each combination results
in O(1/ϵ5) possible matches. By Lemma 8 we have the following.
Theorem 9. There is an algorithm of time complexity
O((n2m4.5 + n4m4)/ϵ5) for general point sets,
O((n2m4.5 + n4m3∆ϵ)/ϵ5) for general proteins, and
O((n2m4.5 + n4m7/3∆ϵ)/ϵ5) for globular proteins,
that outputs an (ϵ, 1)-approximate solution to the non-sequential LCP problem under bottleneck distance.
This improves the currently known best result of O(n8.5) to O(n8) (letting n = m and ϵ = 1) for general point sets [8].
4.3. Non-sequential LCP problem under bottleneck distance for protein structures
Using Fact 1, the runtime dependency on m and n can be further improved for protein structures, at the expense of the
approximation ratio and an additional DcDl term.
Aswith themethod discussed in Section 4.2 assume a superposition is given, and the task is tomatch points in P to points
in Q . Instead of matching the points optimally, our strategy is to partition the points spatially to obtain smaller, mutually
independent sub-cases, which are each solved with bipartite matching exactly, and then merged to form an approximate
solution. The use of such an approximation approach to protein structure alignment is not new, and has previously been
applied to the CMO problemwith distance constraint by Xu et al. (Section 3.2 in [22]). Most of the analysis here is similar to
the analysis therein, and for purpose of comparison we closely follow their notations.
Assume that P is inscribed in a minimal axis-parallel 3D rectangle. The widths along each dimension of the rectangle are
Wx,Wy, andWz , respectively. Let D = 2Dc . Using a group of hyperplanes x = xi = iD (i = 0, 1, . . . , ⌈WxD ⌉), we partition the
rectangle into ⌈WxD ⌉ basic blocks of dimension D×Wy ×Wz each. Let Ti (i = 1, 2, . . . , ⌈WxD ⌉) denote the set of residues of P
contained in the basic block {(x, y, z) | xi−1 ≤ x < xi, 0 ≤ y ≤ Wy, 0 ≤ z ≤ Wz}. Let kx be a number between 2 and ⌈WxD ⌉.
We will use kx to define partition schemes. Let Ri (0 ≤ i < ⌈WxD ⌉) denote the union of Ti+1, Ti+2, . . ., Tmin{i+kx−1,⌈WxD ⌉}. That is,
each Ri consists of kx − 1 consecutive basic blocks beginning with Ti+1. Let G(Ti) (resp. G(Ri)) denote the subgraph induced
by Ti (resp. Ri) and their matchable residues in Q .
Since every residue in Ri is further than D = 2Dc from the residues in Ri+jkx (|j| ≥ 1), G(Ri) and G(Ri+jkx) are disjoint.
(Similarly, G(Ti) and G(Ti+j) (|j| ≥ 2) are disjoint.) Hence, we can solve G(Ri) and G(Ri+jkx) independently (e.g. using bipartite
matching), and combine the results. For each s (0 ≤ s < kx), G(Ri) (i%kx = s) form a distinct partition scheme, where each
G(Ri) can be solved independently.
We now examine the alignment score using the partition schemes. For each s (0 ≤ s < kx), let RSs = i:i%kx=s G(Ri) and
TSs = i:i%kx=s G(Ti). Denote the optimal alignment scores for RSs and TSs by E(RSs) and E(TSs) respectively. Let Eopt denote
the globally optimized alignment score. It is clear that
E(RSs)+ E(TSs) ≥ Eopt .
Summing over all partition schemes,−
0≤s<kx
(E(RSs)+ E(TSs)) ≥ kxEopt .
The union of TSs (0 ≤ s < kx) is equivalent toi G(Ti). On the other hand,i G(Ti) can be divided into two disjoint sets
i G(Tl+2i) (l = 1, 2) where for each disjoint set l, G(Tl+2i1) and G(Tl+2i2) are disjoint if i1 ≠ i2. Hence, the alignment score
of each disjoint set

i G(Tl+2i) (l = 1, 2) is at most Eopt . Hence

s TSs has alignment score at most 2Eopt , and−
0≤s<kx
E(RSs) ≥ (kx − 2)Eopt .
It follows that there must exist a partition scheme s∗ where E(RSs∗) ≥ (1− 2kx )Eopt .
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Intuitively, we have shown that by partitioning the residues of P along the x-axis into regions ofmore than 2Dc apart, and
then solving the sub-problems defined by these regions independently, an approximation of 1− 2kx the optimal alignment
score can be obtained. Now, for each partition scheme s, we consider obtaining a further approximation of the approximation
obtained fromRSs, using the samemethod. That is,we partition the residues of P inRSs (that is, the set P excluding

i:i%kx=s Ti)
along the y-axis into regions of more than 2Dc apart.
More precisely, for a partition scheme s, we use a group of hyperplanes y = yj = jD (j = 0, 1, . . . , ⌈WyD ⌉), to partition
the residues of P in RSs into ⌈WyD ⌉ basic blocks of dimension Wx × D ×Wz . Let ky be a number between 2 and ⌈WyD ⌉. Then,
ky partition schemes can be defined over the basic blocks, resulting in independent regions each of ky − 1 basic blocks of
sizeWx × D×Wz . Together with the earlier basic blocks created along the x-axis, this results in independent regions each
of (kx − 1)(ky − 1) basic blocks of size D × D ×Wz . By solving the sub-problems defined by these regions independently,
a solution of at least (1 − 2ky ) the optimal alignment score of RSs can be obtained. Since one of the RSs gives a (1 − 2kx )
approximation of the optimal score, this results in a (1− 2kx )(1− 2ky ) approximation solution of the optimal score.
A similar extension to the z-axis using the hyperplanes z = zk = kD (k = 0, 1, . . . , ⌈WzD ⌉) and kz partition schemes
results in a (1− 2kx )(1− 2ky )(1− 2kz ) approximation.
We now state the above approximation method overall and then analyze its runtime. When extended in all three axes,
P is divided into basic blocks of size D× D× D each. Let Ti,j,k (1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ ⌈WxD ⌉) denote the set of residues of P contained
in the basic block {(x, y, z) | xi−1 ≤ x < xi, yj−1 ≤ y < yj, zk−1 ≤ z < zk}. Let kx, ky, kz be the number for partition schemes
along the x-, y- and z-axis respectively. Let Ri,j,k denote the union of the (kx − 1)(ky − 1)(kz − 1) consecutive basic blocks
Ti+1,j+1,k+1, Ti+1,j+1,k+2, . . . , Ti+1,j+1,min{k+kz−1,⌈WzD ⌉},
Ti+1,j+2,k+1, . . . , Ti+1,j+2,min{k+kz−1,⌈WzD ⌉},
. . . , T
i+1,min{j+ky−1,⌈WyD ⌉},min{k+kz−1,⌈WzD ⌉}






Let |R|max denote the maximum size of Ri,j,k. By Fact 1,






Let G(Ti,j,k) (resp. G(Ri,j,k)) denote the subgraph induced by Ti,j,k (resp. Ri,j,k) and their matchable residues in Q . There are









Let #R(s,t,u) denote the number of non-empty Ri,j,k in the partition scheme (s, t, u), and let |R|(s,t,u) denote the average
size of these non-empty Ri,j,k. Since #R(s,t,u)|R|(s,t,u) ≤ n,
#R(s,t,u) ≤ n.
Let #R denote the largest #R(s,t,u).
Given a rotation axis for P defined by a radial pair, for the first superposition of P and Q ,
– For each partition scheme (s, t, u), we need to construct each of the scheme’s G(Ri,j,k) as a graph to be solved using
bipartite matching. As argued in the earlier case (i.e. Lemma 8), these graphs can be constructed in O(n∆ϵ) time.
– The bipartite matching for each partition scheme can be done in O(#R (|R|max∆ϵ)2.5) = O(n(kxkykz( DDl )3∆ϵ))2.5)
time [15]. This dominates over the complexity above.
Consider now the total computation time for the subsequent rotation intervals. As mentioned, finding the rotation
intervals requiresO(mn) time and sorting themrequiresO(nm log nm) time, orO(nm1/3 log nm1/3) time for globular proteins.
Each rotation interval would affect at most a single edge, and the bipartite matching for the G(Ri,j,k)which this edge resides
in. This edge and the Ri,j,k which it resides in can be identified in O(1) time, by remembering the Ri,j,k which each rotation
interval affects during the initial construction.
– The graph for this Ri,j,k (i.e. G(Ri,j,k)) can be modified from the graph of the same partition scheme in an earlier rotation
interval in O(1) time, and
– The bipartite matching can be performed in O(|E|)= O(|R|max∆ϵ) time using the algorithm in Lemma 7.
There are O(nm) rotation intervals for general proteins and O(nm1/3) rotation intervals for globular proteins. Hence, for a
fixed rotation axis, for each partition scheme (s, t, u), the computation time required for all remaining rotation intervals is
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O(nm+nm log nm+nm|R|max∆ϵ) = O(nm log nm+nmkxkykz( DDl )3∆ϵ)) for general proteins, and O(nm+nm1/3 log nm1/3+
nm1/3|R|max∆ϵ)= O(nm+ nm1/3kxkykz( DDl )3∆ϵ) for globular proteins.
Finally, form2n2 rotation axes and kxkykz partition schemes,




































time complexity, that outputs an (ϵ, 1−2( 1kx+ 1ky+ 1kz ))-approximate solution to the non-sequential LCP problemunder bottleneck
distance.
4.4. Sequential LCP problem under bottleneck distance
For the sequential LCP problem under bottleneck distance, on each rotation interval, instead of bipartite matching,
straightforward dynamic programming can be used to find the maximum number of matches. We let f (η, µ) where
1 ≤ η ≤ n and 1 ≤ µ ≤ m, denote the optimal number of matches for the subsequences (pη, pη+1, . . . , pn) and
(qµ, qµ+1, . . . , qm).
f (η, µ) = max

f (η + 1, µ) ‖pη+1 − qµ‖ ≤ (1+ ϵ)Dc
(pη is not matched in this case)
f (η, µ+ 1) ‖pη − qµ+1‖ ≤ (1+ ϵ)Dc
(qµ is not matched in this case)
f (η + 1, µ+ x+ 1)+ 1 µ ≤ µ+ x ≤ m ∧ ‖pη − qµ+x‖ ≤ (1+ ϵ)Dc
f (η + y+ 1, µ+ 1)+ 1 η ≤ η + y ≤ n ∧ ‖pη+y − qµ‖ ≤ (1+ ϵ)Dc

The number of f (η, µ) values to compute in this dynamic programming is of O(nm) for general point sets and O(n∆ϵ)
for general proteins. Note that by using the bipartite graph we can easily search for points within (1+ ϵ)Dc apart. For each
f (η, µ), there are O(m) values to evaluate to find a maximum in the case of general point sets, and O(∆ϵ) values to evaluate
in the case of general proteins. Hence, the runtime complexity for a single rotation interval is O(nm2) for general point sets,
and O(n∆ϵ2) for general proteins. For a fixed rotation axis there are O(nm) rotation intervals for general point sets, and
O(nm1/3) rotation intervals for globular proteins, resulting in a runtime of
– O(n2m3) for general point sets,
– O(n2m∆ϵ2) for general proteins, and
– O(n2m1/3∆ϵ2) for globular proteins.
These runtime complexities dominate over those required for graph construction and modification.
Theorem 11. There is an algorithm of time complexity O(n4m5/ϵ5) for general point sets, O(n4m3∆ϵ2/ϵ5) for general proteins,
and O(n4m7/3∆ϵ2/ϵ5) for globular proteins, that outputs an (ϵ, 1)-approximate solution to the sequential LCP problem under
bottleneck distance.
4.5. CMO problem with distance constraint for protein structures
Using Fact 1, the same partitioning method which leads to Theorem 10 can be modified to give us a PTAS for the CMO
problem with distance constraint. The method remains the same, except that
1. Instead of D = 2Dc , let D = max{2Dc,Du}.
2. Instead of a bipartite graph, a contact map is constructed of each Ri,j,k. Each contact map contains at most O(|R|max)
vertices in V1 and O(|R|max∆ϵ) vertices in V2.
3. Instead of bipartite matching, an exhaustive search is used to compute the optimal mapping in each contact map. That
is, we enumerate all∆ϵ |R|max possible combinations of matches of vertices.
Let n = |V1| andm = |V2|. For contact map construction, given a rotation axis and a partition scheme,
– O(nm+ nm log nm) = O(nm log nm) time is required to find the angles of the rotation intervals (in the case of globular
proteins, O(nm+ nm1/3 log nm1/3) = O(nm) time),
– O(#R(|R|max∆ϵ)2) = O(n(kxkykz( DDl )3∆ϵ)2)) time for constructing an initial contact map, and
– O(|R|max∆ϵ) = O(kxkykz( DDl )3∆ϵ) time for constructing the contact map in each subsequent rotation interval.
The latter two time complexities reflect the cost for creating the contact edges between the vertices in V2.
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For the exhaustive search for optimal matches, given a rotation axis and a partition scheme,




) time is required for the initial rotation interval.




) time for each subsequent rotation interval, which differs from its earlier rotation interval
in only one Ri,j,k. For all rotation intervals, this term dominates the O(#R∆ϵ |R|max) time for the initial rotation interval.
The approximation ratio can be derived similarly as in the earlier analysis, except that the number of matched edges is
counted in the present case.
In the case of general protein, there are O(nm) rotation intervals, while in the case of globular protein, there are O(nm1/3)
rotation intervals. Hence,










































for globular proteins, where κ = kxkykz and D = max{2Dc,Du}, that outputs an (ϵ, 1− 2( 1kx + 1ky + 1kz ))-approximate solution
to the non-sequential CMO problem with distance constraint.
While this runtime is not as good as that in Theorem 4.1 in [22], it shows that the non-sequential CMO problem with
distance constraint allows a PTAS when max{2Dc ,Du}Dl is small. (Note that the runtime complexity in Theorem 4.4 of [22] is not
polynomial and not comparable with this result.)
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